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INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

MIDDLE SECTION 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

               FINAL EXAMINATION 2018-19 - MARKING SCHEME – CLASS VII 

 

1A-8marks 

1. ( 1x4=4 marks).A…More than 70 per cent of rural households have no safe 

drinking water. 

2. …..Carrying water takes time and energy. For these reasons, water is often kept 

in the house for a long time…from distance…sources of water was polluted… 

3. …. diarrhea, cholera and typhoid. 

4. it is important that any water given to infants is first boiled to reduces the number 

of bacteria in the water.  

B.(1/2x4=2)1. ….by polluted water.     2…. takes time and energy    3…. of rural 

households have no safe drinking water    4. vessels reduces the number of bacteria 

in the water.  

C. (1/2x2=1) 1.F         2.F 

D. (1/2x2=1) 1. adequate         2. debris. 

3 A-7marks 

 A. (1/2x2=1)  Recreation and entertainment   2.i. inception     

  B. (1/2x2=1) 1. True         2. False 

  C. (1x3=3) 1…. great stories, performances, visual effects and sometimes music  

  2. …as child marriage, untouchability, crime, corruption, exploitation 
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  3….. will flourish and keep entertaining us like it has since its inception.  

D. (1x2=2)   1..Young minds are susceptible to vulgar scenes and dances and the crude 

display of violence. One can often notice the behavior of many misled young boys and 

girls who are carried away by the larger-than-life actions of heroes, heroines and 

villains.  

 

2. One can learn a lot about the art, literature, religion, politics and socio-economic 

conditions of a country….educational tool/powerful tool. 

 

Section B 

4.Diary entry: 4 m 

Content-2   fluency-1 expression-1  

 

5. ( 4marks) Content-2   fluency-1 expression-1   

 

6. ( 4marks).( ½ mark each)  a) 15th Annual Exhibition   b) Monday 10th January 2019c) 

Chief Guest  d) 

 Director of Science and Technology    e) classes 5 to 12  f) ---array of exhibits 120 

working models  were exhibited g) 120 working models  were exhibited  h) Model  on 

Conservation of energy --made ---Abdul Malik of the middle section 

 

7.  ( 8 marks). format-1           content-3            fluency- 2             expression -2    

8. (1x3=3)  1. intransitive.   2. Transitive    3. Transitive    

9. (1x4=4)  1.biscuits are eaten by Reshma every evening 

2. The portrait was sketched by the artist  

3. Geeta is being called by to …..   

4. Blankets will be distributed  among the needy families  by the old lady. 
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10. ( 1x4=4marks).(1…wait……be    2.jogging    3.to relax    4. …reading  

11. ( 1x3=3marks).( 1.The elephant is the very largest of all living  animals./Is the 

elephant the largest of all animal living. 

 2. The trunk is the elephant’s peculiar feature and it puts it to various uses.  

3. Elephants look very clumsy and heavy yet they can move quickly when they like.  

12. ( 1/2x6=3marks) a) a…the    b.for …by c. their….our    d. of….to   e. but …and    f.a 

….the    

13. ( 1/2x6=3marks )1 several      2. a little    3. Any    4. the few     5. Each    6. Every   

14. a) tassels and azure    2. b) honesty ,purity and to perfume the sleep of the dead  

3. b) wedding and funeral 

15. . ( 1x4=4marks).1. Ans: Both—are ants. Scout …go in search of food ---sister help to 

collect the food ---found –by ant. 

2. …to indicate –found food ---must go quickly ---to fetch… 

3…perform dance for her sisters that seems to say …lets go 

4….. inside the nest..  

16 ( 2marks each)  

1. merchants were selling their 

wares,turbans…tunics,mirrior&daggers…Goldsmith..wristlets,anklets,rings,bells…girdle

s…scabbards for king. 

2. If the ants are sisters , one may signal the other  ask for ….. nourishment. Then sister 

spread her antennae open her mandible and bring up food from crop ….sister to eat. 

3. ...carried on his back bamboo cages full of pigeons ….chicken & several mysterious 

sacks. 
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4.Antonio  ,a merchant of Venice ..courteous man Shylock hated Antonio because he 

lent money free of interest and brought down rates …he berates Shylock in 

public,where all merchants ..criticizing his bargains… 

5..inhuman…realized …blood bottle was empty …vein..though the nurse was rude .He 

showed sympathy towards the nurse…the narrator was stunned at his stoic self. He 

learnt that there is no limit to show  concerned for another human.  

6. …faced by …koraput ….childhood ..no electricity,no primary school ….water did not 

flow…tap. As a result , he ..until the age of eight …home-schooled 

7….scientist, inventor, writer…early leaders of America …several 

inventions…experiment with ants …one of the interesting stories…life  

17.( 6marks) 

1.Portia was a intelligent ,wealthy heiress from Belmont. Wife of Bassanio … Portia 

came to know about the case and wanted to help Bassanio…was very kind and 

considerate …she disguised herself as Dr. Balthazar …tried to settle the matter… 

( OR) 

2.Achilles turned out to be a wild beast ….fascinated when he first saw him…seemed 

springhtlier..learnt his name soon…enjoyed human company…loved being fed .liked 

grapes,strawberry… 


